
Local Administration Sector

ISO 9001:2008 Re-Certification

Cavite’s ISO Re-certification, a Commitment to Good Governance
by Ms. Evelyn M. Reyes, PICAD

Good Governance has always been the core value that propels the Provincial Government of Cavite under the leadership of Governor Jonvic Remulla. Aside from reforms and innovations in local administration, PGC has institutionalized a model of governance through Quality Management Systems that are governed by international standards through ISO 9001:2008.

In May 2012, PGC achieved its ISO 9001:2008 certification after months of rigorous work, series of technical preparation and instilling the culture of public service excellence within the organization. Starting with only four core processes and three support processes, the certification earned Cavite the distinction of being the first ISO certified provincial government in the Philippines.

Three years have passed since then; PGC has completed the first cycle of ISO certification and is now on its second cycle of Quality Management System Implementation with twenty seven offices and more than forty core and support processes involved. It was re-certified in May 11, 2015 by Anglo-American (AJA) Registrars with its Vice President, Mr. Paul Bagatsing conferring the Certificates of Registration to the different PGC departments.

Prior to the re-certification, the Cavite Quality Management Office, under the supervision of Quality Management Representative Dr. Eva R. Defiesta, has worked closely with the different departments to ensure continual improvement of their respective processes. Aside from the regular top management review conducted with department heads, CQMO have facilitated various trainings and workshops that will assist process owners in the different aspects of the QMS. Cause analysis echo seminars, planning workshops, Quality Objectives levelling up are some of the learning sessions provided for personnel involved in the QMS implementation.

Aside from the presence of internal quality auditors who conduct periodic assessment of the performance of the different offices in terms of the achievement of targets and level of compliance to standards of their registered processes, department internal quality auditors (DIQA) were also identified to conduct first level audits to their respective office to ensure a more in-depth scrutiny of their process which will allow them to identify lapses in the system and provide for appropriate action.

These efforts are also in preparation for the shift in the international standards manual from ISO 9001:2008 to ISO 9001:2015 which is gradually being introduced and implemented in the Provincial Government of Cavite. The new standard provides for a dynamic approach to risk management which will allow organizations a more proactive stance in identifying and addressing risks before they become non-conformities. This will ensure a more stable flow in the processes that will in turn translate to a more effective and efficient service delivery to clients.

Just recently, registered processes of selected PGC offices have been subjected to another surveillance audit by the AJA team headed by Ms. Maricel Velasco with fellow auditors Ms. Laureen Calmerin and Mr. Robert Jarquio. With only minimal findings raised, the PGC is looking forward to achieving another AJA recommendation for re-certification.

Finalist in eGov Award for LGU 2015 - Best in eGov Customer Empowerment (G2C) Award

The eGov Awards, which is a joint venture of the National ICT Confederation of the Philippines (NICP) and the Department of the Interior and Local Government (DILG), aims to encourage the effective and efficient utilization of information and communications technology (ICT) in the delivery of services and in performing the duties and responsibilities of local government units (LGUs). It also seeks to document best practices of LGUs in integrating ICT in their systems and operations which other local governments can replicate. Moreover, the institution of the eGov awards will promote transparency in local governance, and improve the business climate of LGUs, as well as motivate private and business sectors to actively participate and invest in local economic activities.

The eGov Awards is divided into two categories, namely: 1) Best in eGov Customer Empowerment (GC2), which is bestowed to LGUs that utilizes ICT in educating and engaging the public through the use of electronic facilities towards a better, timely and relevant delivery of services; and 2) Best in eGiv Business Empowerment (G2B) which recognizes the significant effect of an
LGU’s laudable practices in integrating ICT solutions in pursuing the commitment towards creating a business-friendly and competitive environment.

(Real Property Tax System – Provincial)

One of the top priority area of concern is the upgrade and modernization of Real Property Collection. With this, Real Property Tax System was developed. The system aims to establish the connectivity of Treasurer’s Office and Assessor’s Office for easy and fast collection of taxes. It provides computerized assessment and computation of tax which cut the waiting time of clients into more than half from the previous process.

With the establishment of RPTS, assessing, processing and collection of tax and report generation will become efficient, accurate and timely. Other government delivery system will also be streamlined and re-engineered. The system will also connect all municipalities to the province for simple and trouble-free monitoring and collection.

Provincial Assessor’s and Treasurer’s Office started the use of RPTS last March, 2013. Implementation in municipal level started last April 2014 in 5 pilot municipalities (Alfonso, Amadeo, Mendez, Magallanes and Noveleta) and will continuously be implemented throughout the province.

Wireless Access Program On Governance (LiNKod Kabitenya)

The Provincial Government of Cavite is cognizant of the ever-increasing importance of Information and Communications Technology (ICT) such as mobile broadband and high-speed wireless internet connection in creating business opportunities and in laying down the conditions for economic growth. It is understood that in today’s digital society, government services must not only be flexible but also easily accessible.

In line with the mission of making Cavite a first-class and a world-class province, the province has implemented the Wireless Access Program which uses 75% fiber network and 25% TV White Space technology to promote accessibility of government information and to democratize public services. Microsoft Philippines donated TV White Space equipment to the province to include this new technology which utilizes unused TV band spectrum to access broadband internet connectivity.

Free internet access is now available in seven (7) pilot areas in the province, namely the cities of Bacoor, Dasmarinas and Imus, and the municipalities of Silang, General Trias, Rosario and Tanza, including the Provincial Capitol Compound in Trece Martires City. Selected public areas, barangay halls, as well as public schools and universities are also connected to the provincial network.
**Social Sector**

**Distribution of Tablets for Public School Teachers**

Gov. Jonvic Remulla fulfills his vow on Cavite public school teachers as he distributes 2,327 windows tablets to the teachers of the municipality of Tanza and General Trias recently at the provincial gymnasium in Trece Martires City despite heavy rains last July 09, 2015.

The governor was amazed on seeing thousands of educators waiting for their turn to get the windows tablets which he promised to give them during the 1st Teachers Congress on October 3, 2012. The teachers from Tanza and Gentrias were the first batch of educators who acquired the windows tablets. The first batch of android tablets distribution was released on March 16, 2015 at SM City Dasmariñas for the municipality of Silang with 1,963 tablets distributed while the second batch was on April 20, 2015 at PAGCOR Casino Auditorium in Tagaytay City for the municipalities of Amadeo, Indang, Mendez, Magallanes and Gen. Emilio Aguinaldo with 885 tablets released.

During the program, Provincial Information and Communications Technology Office (PICTO) head Ms. Camill e Lauren del Rosario, welcomed and familiarized the participants on the procedure of distribution.

**Cavite’s E-Provincial Scholarship Program (PSP), old program at a modern way.**

It has always been a mission of Gov. Juanito Victor C. Remulla to improve the standard of living, literacy and to enhance the capability of the citizenry, especially the youth. He is seeing quality education as an avenue of development for a more progressive and premier province. Giving priorities to students whose families are incapable of supporting their education, the PSP ultimately aims to support academically qualified tertiary students to finish their studies and elevate the economic status of their families contributing to a better quality of life and improved community.

Modernizing the mode of service delivery, the Provincial Government of Cavite incorporated online processes in the provision of scholarship, making it paperless, more systematic, transparent, effective and efficient. Information about the program can be viewed at the provincial government’s official website, www.cavite.gov.ph/psp. The registration is also online allowing the students to save time and effort in lining up during scholarship application. Qualified applicants are then informed thru the website and SMS in order to submit their requirements. Upon further evaluation, the final list of “Isko ng Lalawigan” are recommended by the Scholarship Committee to the Provincial Governor for approval. All payments are then directly handed to awardees by payroll.

According to the Chairman of the PSP Secretariat, Mr. Alvin S. Mojica, “This system is almost fully electronic, client-centered, very convenient and demonstrates the highest degree of transparency and accountability on all processes - from application to the
distribution of the scholarship grants. This program is also our way of giving back directly to our fellow Caviteños, especially the youth, the taxes paid by the people in the form of scholarship. We believe that if they are able to continue their college education, equip themselves academically and become productive and contributive citizen of our province, they will be our active partners in maintaining our status as Cavite first class, world class.”

Since its onset in 2010, the project has already provided a total of 20,789 scholarship and educational assistance in the amount of Php64,844,691.36. The awarding of scholarship is based on school semestral, twice every academic year. — Anne Minnette Dastas

**Responsible Parenting – Family Planning Program**

The Provincial Population Office is mandated to provide wide dissemination of the Responsible Parenting Movement and Family Planning (RPM-FP) as one of its flagship programs. This is carried through conduct of seminars which aims to enhance couple’s awareness and appreciate about responsible parenthood, essence of family planning methods in order to create happy, healthy, empowered and productive Caviteño families. Participants of the RPM-FP Seminar are married couples of reproductive age (15-49 years old) such as parents of Day Care children.

It is also noteworthy to mention that 85% of the participants came from the marginalized sector and are also members of the 4Ps program of the national government.

Given these accomplishments, the Office was recognized during the 4th Regional Population Management Committee Meeting as the Best Province in CALABARZON with the Highest Percentage of Target vs. Actual Accomplishments of RP Participants.

**Most Outstanding Provincial Health Office in CALABARZON**

The Provincial Heath Office of Cavite was awarded the Most Outstanding Health Office in CALABARZON for two consecutive years now. The Department of Health-CALABARZON recognizes the PHO Cavite for its increasing performance in LGU score card and the first to submit Annual Operational Plan (AOP) and Province-wide Investment Plan for Health (PIPH) which later on became the model of other provinces. PHO Cavite has a good partnership with stakeholders; compliance with the required standards and implementation of DOH programs are exemplary. The PHO Cavite is also candidate for Hall of Fame Award this year.

**100% Compliant to Newborn Screening Law RA 9288**

The Cavite provincial hospital, GENERAL EMILIO AGUINALDO MEMORIAL HOSPITAL is 100% compliant to RA 9288. The Newborn Screening Act of 2004 is based on the policy of the state to protect and promote the right to health of the people, including the rights of the children to survival and full health development as normal individuals. The newborn screening ensures that every baby born be spared from heritable conditions that lead to mental retardation, serious health conditions and death if undetected or untreated.

GEAMH as a health facility ensures that all babies born in this hospital are screened and if positive are located and recalled for confirmatory testing as soon as possible, referral is done for proper management and treatment. Patients who are financially incapable are being subsidized by the government through Endowment Program and other government fund sources. The hospital has established Newborn Screening Continuity Clinic. In 2015, there are about 5,688 babies screened (5,395 in born and 293 out born babies) which means these babies can be saved from mental retardation and other serious health conditions and death.
Best Performing Hospital HIV Core Team

The General Emilio Aguinaldo Memorial Hospital is the first hospital in CALABARZON to establish and has functional HIV AIDS Core Team. The Team is the primary group tasked to provide treatment, care and support services to People Living with HIV (PLHIV), as well as to implement policies and guidelines on matters relating to HIV and AIDS in a hospital setting. In compliance with RA 8504 – Philippine AIDS Prevention and Control Act of 1998, the HACT has undergone trainings on HIV and AIDS including clinical management, counseling, stigma and discrimination and gender sensitivity. The Team is in-charge for counseling (pre and post-test), HIV Testing, referrals to other departments or to other hospitals, and to coordinate and establish linkages with government agencies and NGOs for other support services. The Team is the prime mover in the World AIDS Day Celebration conducted in the CCCPH Building last December 10, 2015. There are about 161 patients (131 Non-Reactive and 30 Confirmed) under the HACT who are continuously given support and counseling. The PHO-Cavite received an award for Best Performing Hospital HIV Core Team last February 27, 2015 awarded by DOH-CHDIV-A CALABARZON.

Best Performance in Adolescent – Youth Development Award

PHO-Cavite received an award for Best Performance in Adolescent –Youth Development for the successful implementation of programs and activities in the province, such as:

1. Peer Education Training of Cavite National High School – 50 High school students
2. Launching of 11 Teen Health Kiosk
3. Teen Parents Clinic
4. Cavite Health Caravan – 115 high school students provided with information on various adolescent issues through trained peer educators
5. Adolescent Job-Aid Training.

Economic Sector

Regional Winner for Outstanding Magsasaka Siyentista for Region IV-A

The staff of Office of the Provincial Agriculturist - Cavite Farmers Information and Technology Services (FITS) Center attended the Information Caravan on Good Agricultural Practices (GAP) for FITS center of Region IV-A/Techno Gabay Program (TGP) Summit at the J.E. Camp Resort, Brgy. Sampaloc, Tanay, Rizal on November 24-25, 2016. The highlight of this is the awarding of the Most Outstanding Magsasaka Siyentista (MS), Best FITS, and the Best Poster. Mr. Robert A. Arahan of FITS Tanza was chosen as the Most Outstanding Magsasaka Siyentista of Region IV-A while the poster of FITS Amadeo won 3rd Best Poster.

Magsasaka Siyentista Program serves as catalyst for sustainable agriculture. This Program is part of the extension modality Techno Gabay Program (TGP) initiated by the Philippine Council for Agriculture, Aquatic and Natural Resources Research and Development (PCAARRD), which is now being institutionalized as a regular extension program of the Department of Agriculture through ATI.

14th Southern Tagalog Cooperative Congress

Eight hundred delegates from various primary cooperatives, cooperative unions and federations and even local government units from CALABARZON and MIMAROPA attended the 14th Southern Tagalog Cooperative Congress on April 8-10, 2015 at Taal Vista Hotel, Tagaytay City.

With the theme “Kooperatiba: Ika-100 Taong Pagpupugay, Tulay na Maunlad na Buhay,” the Provincial Government of Cavite, through the Provincial Cooperative Development Council (PCDC) and Provincial Cooperative, Livelihood and Entrepreneurial Development Office (PCLEDO), in collaboration with the Cooperative Development Authority (CDA) – Calamba Extension Office and Southern Tagalog Regional Cooperative Development Council, organized the event to unify the cooperative sector in the region and establish strong linkages with other thriving cooperatives and stakeholders of the community.

Trade fair showcasing different products from southern Tagalog provinces started early on the first day. The pre-conference event also included resource persons who discussed the business potential of stingless bee culture and organic farming. Aside from that, attendees were oriented on Pag-Ibig’s housing
finance services through group loan program and funding allocation scheme while the Philippine Cooperative Central Fund (PCCF) discussed RA 9510 Credit Information System Act and the benefits of the Cooperative Management System (CMS).

The event commenced with a welcome speech from MMDA Chairperson Francis Tolentino followed by a solidarity message from Senior Board Member Rudy Lara on behalf of Governor Jonvic Remulla. Likewise, the new CDA Chairperson Orlando Ravanera and National Cooperative Development Council (NCDC) Chairperson Samie Billanes extended their support to the event. CDA Region IV Director Atty. Salvador Valeroso provided an overview of the event while a representative from Marinduque took us back to time by presenting highlights of last year’s congress.

Valenzuela City 1st District Representative Sherwin Gatchalian graced the convention by giving his keynote speech. He shared success stories of small businesses in Valenzuela that flourished with the help of cooperatives offering micro-financing loan with low interest. He encouraged implementation of projects that yield long term effects rather than utilization of band aid solutions and emphasized that desired growth and success can be achieved through strategic planning, sustainable programs and good governance.

During the activity, CDA Board Administrator Mercedes Castillo shared the organization’s vision to implement integrated and comprehensive plans for cooperatives by 2020. AGAP Partylist Representative Rico Geron tackled congressional initiatives focused on the development of cooperatives.

On Day 2, Ms. Lecira Juarez, Managing Director of the Asia Pacific Rural and Agricultural Credit Association (APRACA) Center talked about entrepreneurial and business management. She discussed the knowledge, skills and attitude that leaders and members should possess to ensure a well-functioning cooperative system.

The latter hour was devoted to a plenary session. Among the concerns raised were tax repeal, clarifications on TIN issuance, the issue of Education and Training Fund remittance to secondary cooperatives, and provision of a single Certificate of Good Standing which can be used in different government transactions. Cavite PCDC Chairman Rodrigo Camia gave the closing remarks and expressed his deep appreciation to all the participants, guests and key persons who attended the 3-day convention.

Cavite Entrepreneurship Students Conference

According to GIZ, a company that specializes in international development, despite the Philippines’ significant economic growth, the country still faces a greater challenge – that is to achieve sustainable economic and environmental development which will benefit different groups of the community including those who are socially disadvantaged.
In support of green economic development in the province and enhancing the competencies of students by intensifying and expanding programs on green entrepreneurship, PCLEDO’s Entrepreneurial Division headed by Ms. Liza Gabatan and officers of the Cavite Young Leaders for Entrepreneurship (CYLE) in cooperation with the DTI-Cavite conducted the Cavite Entrepreneurship Students Conference last September 30, 2015 bannering the theme “Advocating Green Economic Development.”

Mr. Klaus Peter Berkemeyer, Development Advisor for Promotion of Green Economic Development (ProGED), a DTI project in the Philippines, talked about an alternative green economy that can be considered as a solution to the challenges posed by climate change and environmental degradation in the Philippines. United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) defines green economy as one whose growth in income and employment is driven by public and private investments to reduce carbon emissions and pollution, enhance energy and resource efficiency, and prevent the loss of biodiversity and ecosystems. ProGED aims to raise awareness among entrepreneurs and local authorities of environmentally friendly and climate smart development. This project also provides entrepreneurs with information about technologies that facilitate environmentally friendly and climate smart activities and helps them to recognize their own potential. ProGED started in 2013 in Bohol and Cebu where results yielded have been shared to other seven provinces.

Hon. Martin Romualdez, Leyte 1st District Representative was the keynote speaker on the said event and shared to the students the benefits of being prepared for life and how to be a successful entrepreneur which should start at a young age.

Cavite MSME Business Conference 2015 highlights green innovation

Two hundred ninety five micro, small and medium-scale entrepreneurs, cooperative members and other business stakeholders convened in the 2nd Cavite MSMEs Business Conference on November 26, 2015 at the Salrial Ballroom, CTHM Building, De La Salle University-Dasmariñas in Dasmariñas City as part of empowering MSMEs in the province while promoting an eco-friendly trade.

Spearheaded by the Provincial Cooperative, Livelihood and Entrepreneurial Development Office (PCLEDO) in collaboration with the Cavite Small and Medium Enterprise Development Council, Inc. (CaSMEDC) and the Department of Trade and Industry-Cavite, the event focused on establishing successful businesses without the sacrificial cost of damaging the environment. Talks promoting green technologies strongly emphasized preservation and maintenance of a balanced surrounding, various energy alternatives that would benefit both the businesses’ overall operational costs and profits while greatly reducing industrial waste products.

Guests from various fields and organizations were present to discuss the effects brought about by climate change and the ways to prevent the destruction of natural habitats while keeping a high level of growth and profit for business. CasMEDC President Teresita Leabres delivered the opening remarks with message of commitment to help strengthen MSMEs and provide them ease of access to services they need such as training, financing, marketing and other areas.

In an inspirational message delivered by PCLEDO Head Alvin S. Mojica on behalf of Governor Juanito Victor C. Remulla, the good news on the provision of Php10,000.00 financial assistance to all qualified cooperatives in the province was disclosed. Likewise, Mojica discussed briefly the overview of the conference which was centered on the theme, “GO GREEN! Empowering Cavite MSMEs Towards Green Innovation.” He added that MSMEs greatly contribute to the province’s growth, thus, the government will continue to support and create various programs to empower and prepare them for the ASEAN economic integration.

Amid recent increase on the country’s carbon emissions generated by urbanization and industrialization, Malacañang’s Climate Change Commission Planning Officer Arnold Grant Belver started the discussion proper with talks about current issues faced by the country due to increased demand for exports and the costs that come with it at the expense of the environment. He urged businesses for a joint effort to lessen the wastes emitted and resort to clean alternatives as prime investment for a greener country.

German International Cooperation (GIZ) Adviser, Klaus Peter Berkemeyer spoke of the Green Alternative adapted by developed countries which makes full use of waste products by industrial sites into renewed energy source
towards conserving resources while providing cheap energy to the producer of goods.

In closing, Ms. Revelyn Cortez of DTI-Cavite expressed her appreciation to the cooperation and participation of the entrepreneurs on behalf of Provincial Director Noly D. Guevara. She encouraged everyone to keep on attending future conferences.

Environmental Management

Cavite Received the PEMSEA ICM Code (ICM Level 1 Certification)
By: Ms. Anabelle L. Cayabyab, MPA

The Cavite ICM context and strategy plays a vital role to clarify critical issues and set priorities for action. The province has long worked with many communities and sectors in the coastal municipalities and cities by pooling all the resources and expertise to develop the shared vision and effective coastal management plans and revitalization programs and activities (Cayabyab A. and Malimban E. 2008).

In 2004, Cavite became an ICM site of Partnerships in Environmental Management for the Seas of East Asia (PEMSEA, 2015). The ICM program was initially implemented in 7 coastal municipalities and 2 coastal cities and lately included the 6 major rivers as component of the ridge-to-reef approach. The ICM framework and process in Cavite strengthen its coastal governance in the aspects of addressing the multiple and conflicting uses, pollution from land and sea-based sources, sustainable financing mechanism both from the provincial and local government levels and most especially the involvement of the community and key sectors.

For over a decade of ICM implementation, PEMSEA recognized the sustainable implementation and dedication of Cavite. During the East Asian Seas Congress Partnership Night held in Danang, Vietnam last November 19, 2015. The ICM System Level 1 Certification was given to the province of Cavite together with the other 14 local governments from Philippines, Vietnam, Cambodia, Thailand and China. These local governments are the first pilot for the said certification, who worked hard to conform to the requirements of the ICM Code.

The ICM System Certification of PEMSEA is designed for local governments seeking the validation of their ICM system recognition for excellence and continuous improvement, and may be integrated with other local management requirements to enhance governance and achieve desired social, economic and environmental goals (PEMSEA).
There are three levels of certification developed by PEMSEA as shown below. Within the levels of certification, there are four phases namely Phase 1: Initial Status Review; Phase 2: Strategic Planning; Phase 3 System Development and Documentation; and Phase 4: Monitoring and Measurement.

Further, there are two stages of external audits to be conducted as part of the ICM System Certification Process. These are Stage 1 Assessment: System Adequacy Audit; and Stage 2 Assessment: Effectiveness of the ICM System Implementation.

OTHER MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Agriculture
1. Conduct of Agri-Trade Fair
2. Distribution of Agri Inputs
3. Installation of Ram Pumps
4. Usage of Farm Machineries to Farmers
5. Establishment/Maintenance of Techno Demo

Population Control and Gender Equality
1. Adolescent Health and Youth Development Seminar
2. Adolescent Sexuality and Reproductive Health Training cum Youth Camp
3. Learning Package on Parent Education on Adolescent Health and Youth Development (LPPEAHD)
4. Family Planning Referrals
5. Parents Summit
6. Training of Trainers on Pre-Marriage Counselling
7. Gender and Development Trainings

Cooperative, Livelihood and Entrepreneurial Development
1. Cavite Cooperative Month Celebration
2. Cooperative Trainings and Seminars
3. Livelihood- Community Capability Development Seminar
4. Development Training for Cavite MSMEs
5. Entrepreneurial Seminars

Information and Communications Technology
1. ICT Integration for Cavite Public School Teachers in partnership with Microsoft Philippines
2. Free Computer Education – Offsite

Health
1. Accreditation of GEAMH as Training and Teaching Institution.
2. Best Performing Province Based in the LGU Score Card Indicators
3. Maternal, Neonatal Child Health and Nutrition (MNCHN) Service Delivery Network Award and Most Improved Family Planning Contraceptive Prevalence Rate
4. Management of Dengue Outbreak
5. KOICA Projects
6. Provincial Rabies Control Program (Vaccination, Castration, Information Education Campaign and Other Practices)
7. Animal Quarantine and Regulatory Services
8. Meat Inspection Services
9. Farmers Field School on Sustainable Pig Farming
10. Construction of Cavite Dialysis Center

Environment
1. Cavite Water Summit 2015
2. Cavite Arbor Day 2015
3. Trashformers: Eco-Savers Program
4.

Public Safety
1. Bloodletting Activity
2. Nationwide Simultaneous Earthquake Drill
4. National Disaster Consciousness Month

Social Welfare
1. Practical Skills Development
2. Assistance to Displace Families and Individuals
3. Disaster Monitoring and Relief Assistance
4. Welfare Assistance
5. Self Employment Assistance
6. Family and Individual Case Management

Sports Development
1. 2015 Cavite Inter-Department Sportsfest
2. Skills and Livelihood Training for Unemployed Women and Out of School Youth (2 Batches)
4. Adolescent Sexuality and Reproductive Health Training cum Youth Camp
5. 2nd Gov. Juanito Victor C. Remulla Jr. Swimming Competition

Tourism Promotion
1. Participation in the Madrid Fusion Manila 2015
2. 117th Independence Day Celebration
3. Participation in the 26th Philippine Travel Mart Expo
4. Participation in the 2nd Countdown to Christmas: Celebrating the Regions 2015
5. CALABARZON Tourism Summit 2015

Employment Assistance
1. Job Placement Activities

Housing Development
1. Awarding of Home Lots to 56 Beneficiaries
2. Social Intervention Projects such as:
   a. Distribution of Calamansi Seedlings
   b. Anti-rabies Vaccination
   c. Medical and Dental Missions
   d. Job Matching
3. Active promotion of sale at Pamayanang Maliksi Housing Project